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SENATOR MARCO RUBIO has been called the Michael Jordan of Republican politics and a

crown prince of the Tea Party. He is a political figure who inspires fierce passions among his

supporters—and his detractors.From his family’s immigrant roots to his ascent from small-town

commissioner to the heights of the United States Senate, The Rise of Marco Rubio traces a

classic American odyssey. Rubio’s grandfather was born in a humble thatched-palm dwelling in

a sugar cane–growing region of Cuba, more than fifty years before Rubio’s parents left the

island for a better life in Miami. His father worked as a bartender, his mother as a maid and

stock clerk at Kmart. Rubio was quick on his high school football field, and even quicker in

becoming a major voice on everything from immigration to the role of faith in public life and one

of the great hopes of the Republican Party.Drawing on hundreds of interviews and documents,

Washington Post reporter Manuel Roig-Franzia shows how Rubio cultivated a knack for

apprenticing himself to the right mentor, learning the issues, and volunteering for tough political

jobs that made him shine. He also has a way with words and the instinct to seize opportunities

that others don’t see. As Mike Huckabee says, Rubio “is our Barack Obama with substance.”

The Rise of Marco Rubio elegantly tells us why.THE RISE OF MARCO RUBIO A POLITICIAN

IN THE RIGHT PLACE AT THE RIGHT TIME A slender, delicate right shoulder knifed

downward; a cane flipped sideways. Nancy Reagan was crashing. But before the crowd’s

applause gave way to gasps, Marco Rubio, his hair parted just so, a valedictorian’s smile on his

face, tugged the aging icon toward him. He caught the ninety-year-old almost parallel to the

floor and bound for a bone-chipping thud.Extraordinary political careers can build momentum

from an accretion of perfect moments, and this was just one more for Marco Rubio. Rubio’s

reflexes had only sharpened the impression that a party looking for heroes had found a figure

with great promise. American politics had never seen anything like him.A FAMILY THAT FACED

THE CHALLENGES OF IMMIGRATION In the summer of 1962 Rubio’s Cuban grandfather

Pedro Víctor asked his bosses for a vacation, and this time they granted it. And so it was that

on August 31, 1962, he took an incredibly risky step. He boarded Pan American Airlines Flight

2422 bound for Miami. His troubles began not long after the plane landed.A LEGISLATOR

FULL OF AMBITION In Marco Rubio’s second year at the Florida capital, a committee was

formed to redraw voting district lines. As usual, Rubio’s timing was good and his instincts were

spot-on. Redistricting was a once-in-a-decade ritual, and it presented him with a once-in-a-

decade opportunity. Not yet thirty, he volunteered to help. In doing so he took the same route

he had traveled before, making himself an apprentice in a good position to impress the older

generation. Volunteering for the task meant substantial face time with the leaders of the state

house. And the leaders noticed him.

“The definitive account of the senator’s career.” --The New Republic"[The Rise of Marco Rubio]

will be an indispensable Rubio guidebook for the amateur political junkie as well as the pundit

cramming for a quick hit on cable. Roig-Franzia is relentlessly balanced and fair.” --Washington

Post“A rewarding read, giving valuable insight into this young man in a hurry.” --The Daily

Beast“As Florida bureau chief for The Washington Post, Mr. Roig-Franzia knows the Miami

fishbowl and the Tallahassee toilet. He serves up very good political journalism, the type of fare

our republic needs in the political diet.” --The Washington Times“Roig-Franzia deftly constructs

a compelling, readable narrative of Rubio’s life and career. More important, he does an



outstanding job placing that life in historical context—both American and Cuban. His depiction

of south Florida’s Cuban community is particularly engrossing, and leaves the reader with a

sense of why that community is unique among American Latinos, especially in its political

attachment to the Republican party.” --The National Review“[The Rise of Marco Rubio] has

reshaped the public’s understanding of Rubio, his family and their immigration experience.” --

The Huffington Post“Excellent . . . nuanced . . . thoroughly reported.” --Tampa Bay Times“For

the reader who is interested in politics or intrigued by Marco Rubio and his rapid rise in politics,

this book gives a rare, fascinating and objective glimpse into his life. . . . Roig-Franzia’s writing

is flawless.” --Reforma"[Roig-Franzia is an] excellent storyteller… entertaining and incisive.” --El

Tiempo Latino“A terrific and timely book.” --Julie Mason, host of "The Press Pool" on Siriux XM

Radio“A solid unbiased biography by an investigative journalist who seems to respect--but

certainly does not idolize--Senator Rubio… this book provides a clear picture of Rubio’s policy

stances as well as his political appeal.” --Jesse Gordon, editor-in-chief,

OntheIssues.org“Readers in search of an in-depth and unbiased look at the young, dynamic

Republican senator from Florida will be rewarded by this well-researched biography. . . . The

writing here is crisp and the research thorough.” --Publishers Weekly“A penetrating look at a

rising political star.” —Booklist“A solid, well-written, anecdote-filled political biography.” —Kirkus

ReviewsAbout the AuthorManuel Roig-Franzia was born in Spain and is a writer for The

Washington Post Style section. His long-form articles span a broad range of subjects, including

politics, power, and the culture of Washington, as well as profiling major political figures and

authors. He’s covered US and international presidential campaigns, the January 2010 Haiti

earthquake, and more than a dozen major hurricanes, including Katrina. Visit him at

ManuelRoigFranzia.com. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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THE RISE OFMARCO RUBIOA POLITICIAN IN THE RIGHT PLACEAT THE RIGHT TIMEA

slender, delicate right shoulder knifed downward; a cane flipped sideways. Nancy Reagan was

crashing. But before the crowd’s applause gave way to gasps, Marco Rubio, his hair parted just

so, a valedictorian’s smile on his face, tugged the aging icon toward him. He caught the ninety-

year-old almost parallel to the floor and bound for a bone-chipping thud.Extraordinary political

careers can build momentum from an accretion of perfect moments, and this was just one

more for Marco Rubio. Rubio’s reflexes had only sharpened the impression that a party looking

for heroes had found a figure with great promise. American politics had never seen anything

like him.A FAMILY THAT FACED THECHALLENGES OF IMMIGRATIONIn the summer of 1962

Rubio’s Cuban grandfather Pedro Víctor asked his bosses for a vacation, and this time they

granted it. And so it was that on August 31, 1962, he took an incredibly risky step. He boarded

Pan American Airlines Flight 2422 bound for Miami.His troubles began not long after the plane

landed.A LEGISLATOR FULL OF AMBITIONIn Marco Rubio’s second year at the Florida

capital, a committee was formed to redraw voting district lines.As usual, Rubio’s timing was

good and his instincts were spot-on. Redistricting was a once-in-a-decade ritual, and it

presented him with a once-in-a-decade opportunity. Not yet thirty, he volunteered to help. In

doing so he took the same route he had traveled before, making himself an apprentice in a

good position to impress the older generation. Volunteering for the task meant substantial face

time with the leaders of the state house. And the leaders noticed him.

SENATOR MARCO RUBIO has been called the Michael Jordan of Republican politics and a

crown prince of the Tea Party. He is a political figure who inspires fierce passions among his

supporters—and his detractors.From his family’s immigrant roots to his ascent from small-town

commissioner to the heights of the United States Senate, The Rise of Marco Rubio traces a

classic American odyssey. Rubio’s grandfather was born in a humble thatched-palm dwelling in

a sugar cane–growing region of Cuba, more than fifty years before Rubio’s parents left the

island for a better life in Miami. His father worked as a bartender, his mother as a maid and

stock clerk at Kmart. Rubio was quick on his high school football field, and even quicker in

becoming a major voice on everything from immigration to the role of faith in public life and one

of the great hopes of the Republican Party.Drawing on hundreds of interviews and documents,

Washington Post reporter Manuel Roig-Franzia shows how Rubio cultivated a knack for

apprenticing himself to the right mentor, learning the issues, and volunteering for tough political

jobs that made him shine. He also has a way with words and the instinct to seize opportunities

that others don’t see. As Mike Huckabee says, Rubio “is our Barack Obama with substance.”

The Rise of Marco Rubio elegantly tells us why.

© NIKKI KAHNMANUEL ROIG-FRANZIA writes about politics, power, capital culture, and

international issues for The Washington Post. In more than eleven years at the newspaper, he

has served as Florida bureau chief based in Miami and as Latin America bureau chief based in

Mexico City. He has written extensively about the American South, Mexico, Central America,

and the Caribbean, including reporting from Cuba and Haiti, where he covered the 2010 Port-

au-Prince earthquake, as well as elections in the United States and abroad. A winner of

numerous journalism awards, he teaches reporting and writing at Corcoran College in

Washington, D.C., and has served as a writer-in-residence at the University of

Wisconsin.MEET THE AUTHORS, WATCH VIDEOS AND MORE AT• THE SOURCE FOR
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THE RISE OFMARCORUBIO

IntroductionTHE HEIRFor an instant, she hurtled toward the floor. A slender, delicate right

shoulder knifed downward, a cane flipped sideways. Nancy Reagan, tiny, fragile as a china

figurine in an ivory-colored suit, was crashing.Many in the capacity crowd at the Ronald

Reagan Library in Simi Valley, California, couldn’t see what was happening. They clapped

lovingly, oblivious. But before their applause gave way to gasps the synapses of the young

senator escorting the former first lady to her seat fired perfectly. Marco Rubio, his hair parted

just so, a valedictorian’s smile on his face, tugged the aging icon toward him. He leaned right

and swung a hand beneath her left arm, catching the ninety-year-old just as she slanted

forward, almost parallel to the floor and bound for a bone-chipping thud.Rubio, a forty-year-old

who looked a decade younger, moved with the sure agility that he once flashed on the high

school football fields of Miami. He wasn’t fast, but he was quick, his high school athletic

director, James Colzie, always thought.1 On the football field there’s a difference. Fast means

you run at high speed; quick means you react at high speed. Quick means you get to the right

spot on the field at precisely the right time.Sometimes being quick is better than being fast.It

was August 23, 2011. The figurine didn’t shatter.Soon it was clear that this was a moment. A



Los Angeles Times blog published a frame-by-frame sequence of photographs beneath the

headline “Marco Rubio to the Rescue!” They showed Nancy and Marco smiling at each other,

then Nancy happily looking into the audience, then starting a slow-motion tumble as the

senator reaches over to pat her hand, then Rubio saving her.2 The former first lady’s anxiety at

that second is written on her face as she grimaces and closes her eyes. Later ABC World

News dedicated a segment to what the guest anchor George Stephanopoulos introduced as

“that video that made so many of us gasp today.” He brought in the network’s medical expert,

Dr. Richard Besser, to soberly explain the dangers of falls for the elderly.Conservative bloggers

and their readers, who had been reliably laudatory about all things Rubio during his quick

ascent in the Republican Party, praised him. “Hero! Marco Rubio Saves a Falling Nancy

Reagan,” said conservativebyte.com. The headlines might just as well have read “Marco Rubio

Saves the Republican Party.” “This feels like an omen,” a commenter on The Blaze website

wrote. “Saving Reagan I think is a sign from above,” a Human Events reader observed. Another

asked, “Now will Marco Rubio SAVE AMERICA from its DOWNFALL? Is this a sign or what?

‘Ronnie’ saved the world from the Communists. Rubio can save America from its leftover

Communists.”Rubio, in a sense, was viewed as a political son of Reagan’s, an heir to his

legacy of conservative principles. One of Reagan’s real sons, a cheeky liberal, reacted to the

news more like a son worried about his mother than as a political enthusiast. Watching the

video of Rubio escorting his mother before she tripped, Ron Reagan fumed: “He’s playing to

the cameras.3 He’s not paying attention to her!”Reagan, who calls Rubio “the guy who dropped

my mom,” planned to lay into the senator if someone from the media called. But, he told me, no

one called.Nothing was going to shatter this moment.Rubio’s reflexes had only sharpened the

impression that a party looking for heroes had found a figure with great promise, an idol

touched by serendipity. Rubio’s team couldn’t believe its luck. “We joked in the office that he

tripped her,” a top Rubio political advisor told me not long after the greatest interception of

Rubio’s career.4Extraordinary political careers can build momentum from an accretion of

perfect moments, and this was just one more for Marco Rubio. American politics had never

seen anything like him: a young, made-for-YouTube Hispanic Republican with realistic national

prospects, establishment backing, and electoral appeal that extended well beyond his ethnicity.

There had been Hispanic stars before. But they tended to be Democrats and they tended to

fizzle like Henry Cisneros, the suave Mexican American housing secretary, or plateau like Bill

Richardson, the Mexican American foreign policy maestro with the decidedly un-Hispanic-

sounding name.Rubio had arrived on the national scene at a time when both parties were—

again—forced to confront the enduring and growing power of Hispanic voters. Could they be

wooed with promises of immigration reform alone, or must they be courted with some mix of

social issues and religion, and promises of jobs? Might Marco Rubio be the solution?Good

timing matters, but it isn’t everything. Execution counts too. And each time Rubio’s timing has

been good, his execution has been even better.It was a blessing for him to come into Florida’s

House of Representatives just when term limits were clearing away much of the competition for

leadership spots. But then Rubio did something with his good fortune, strategizing behind the

scenes and impressing his elders so that he could ascend. It was fortuitous for him to

encounter a Republican primary opponent in a U.S. Senate race who had alienated the

Republican Party. But Rubio also capitalized on that opportunity. He overcame polls that

showed he had no chance and pulverized the once popular Florida governor Charlie Crist so

effectively that Crist was forced to quit the Republican primary and run as an independent.

Then Rubio found himself in a vote-splitting, three-way Senate race, and again he made the

correct call, sweeping wide to the conservative right and finishing off Crist by trapping him on



the left sideline.In 2010 a national narrative evolved around the idea that Rubio was a product

of the tea party, an amorphous movement of discontented Americans who wanted to wipe

Washington clean. It was as if Rubio had sprung whole from a town hall meeting. Of course,

nothing could have been further from the truth. His rise had actually been as conventional as

they come. He’d climbed the staircase methodically, touching each step along the way rather

than leaping from the landing to the top floor. In that same election season, there’d been a

gusher of out-of-nowhere tea party successes. Christine O’Donnell, who had never won a

major election, and Joe Miller secured Republican U.S. Senate primary victories in Delaware

and Alaska before losing in the general election. Rand Paul, the son of Ron Paul, a Texas

congressman and Republican presidential candidate, was elected to the U.S. Senate in his first

attempt at political office.But Rubio had been running for—and winning—elections for most of

his adult life. West Miami city commissioner, Florida state representative, Florida house

speaker, U.S. senator. Step, by step, by step.A letter from Nancy Reagan inviting him to speak

at her husband’s presidential library only confirmed what everyone knew: Rubio had arrived.

“You’ve been identified as someone to watch on the national political scene,” the letter read.

“I’m looking forward to watching you in your new role.”The Reagan Library speech was a

prestige gig, a way for Republicans to walk their finest past the gallery for inspection. With

Rubio’s invitation to speak came an invitation to dinner, and as ever, he did not fail to impress.

The meal was served in the library’s personal quarters. Gerald Parsky, a trustee of both the

Ronald Reagan Presidential Foundation and the George H. W. Bush Presidential Library

Foundation who had served in five Republican administrations, watched approvingly during the

dinner as the young senator charmed the former first lady.5 “Very relaxed. Easy dialogue. Not

nervous at all,” Parsky said of Rubio. “I was impressed.”Rubio, who has a knack for a kind of

self-effacement that draws him closer to his audience while simultaneously showing off his

importance, later shared an intimate moment from that meal. “Mrs. Reagan,” he said—a bit

formally, ever the polite young man—turned to Rubio’s wife, Jeanette, and told her that

“Ronnie” used to “send [her] mom flowers” every year on Nancy’s birthday.6 The flowers were

always accompanied by a note from Ronnie thanking Nancy’s mother for giving birth to her.

“And he’d written over 700 love letters or something like that,” Rubio continued. “And I’m just

thinking, man, I am in a deep, deep hole. I’ll never catch up to the Gipper.” Rubio was careful to

note that he wasn’t calling Ronald Reagan by the diminutive “Ronnie”—that would be

disrespectful.In his speech at the library, Rubio positioned himself as a Reagan for the twenty-

first century. Reagan had wanted to properly define the role of government; Rubio wanted to

properly define the role of government. Reagan understood that Americans wanted a nation

that aspired to prosperity and compassion; Rubio understood that Americans wanted a nation

that aspired to prosperity and compassion. Reagan had his Morning in America, an image of a

country growing stronger and prouder; Rubio promoted American exceptionalism, the notion

that the United States is greater than any nation on Earth and has a solemn responsibility to

maintain that status. It was one of Rubio’s mantras during his U.S. Senate campaign and it

played well at a time when the housing market was a disaster, unemployment was soaring, and

Wall Street chieftains were flying away in private jets with tens of millions of dollars in golden

parachutes while their banks were collapsing.Here was this young, Cuban American politician

with dark brown eyes and a huge smile telling everyone that things were going to be okay in a

manner that sounded off the cuff, like he really meant it.On a phone call before his Reagan

Library appearance Rubio explained to Parsky that he preferred to speak from notes rather

than a full written text. “He made a point of that in the prediscussion,” Parsky said. But Rubio’s

speech that day revealed a young star still finding his footing. He lacked the crispness that he’d



displayed in previous addresses, as if he’d grown a little cocky, a little too confident in his ability

to wing it. Several times he stumbled over key lines or groped for words, but he still managed to

wow his audience.Rhetorically Rubio had given himself a complicated task. His message of

optimism, his fixation on American exceptionalism, had to be reconciled with his assertion that

the United States was headed for disaster. He would have to explain why the very generations

that so many thought had contributed to the nation’s greatness were also responsible for

endangering its long-term solvency. Making that kind of claim required some rhetorical

gymnastics. After all, the society that he was saying had screwed up so badly had done

relatively well for itself in the twentieth century. It had defeated Hitler, built the largest economy

ever seen, vanquished the Soviet Union, and landed on the moon.“It is a startling place to be,

because the 20th Century was not a time of decline for America, it was the American Century,”

Rubio told the audience.7 “And yet today we have built for ourselves a government that not

even the richest and most prosperous nation [on] the face of the Earth can fund or afford to pay

for.”He zeroed in on entitlement programs, telling his audience that when Social Security was

enacted there were sixteen workers for every retiree, a ratio that had plummeted to three to

one in 2011 and was headed toward two to one. Others had also been warning about

impending doom. Special commissions had been formed and disbanded. The former U.S.

comptroller general David M. Walker had been barnstorming across the country proclaiming

that the exploding cost of Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid would consume the entire

federal budget as soon as 2025.Rubio presented an idealized view of times gone by. In another

era, he told the audience, “If someone was sick in your family, you took care of them. If a

neighbor met misfortune, you took care of them. You saved for your retirement and your future

because you had to. . . . We took these things upon ourselves and our communities and our

families and our homes and our churches and our synagogues. But all that changed when the

government began to assume those responsibilities. All of the sudden, for an increasing

number of people in our nation, it was no longer necessary to worry about saving for security

because that was the government’s job. . . . And as government crowded out the institutions in

our society that did these things traditionally, it weakened our people in a way that undermined

our ability to maintain our prosperity.”That final observation—that entitlement programs had

weakened Americans—was the point he clearly wanted to hammer home. He said it three

times in the course of his twenty-three-minute speech. The senator from the state with the

second highest number of Medicare beneficiaries was giving a speech in the state with the

highest number of Medicare beneficiaries and calling American retirees—many of whom were

members of the so-called Greatest Generation—weak.8 It seemed like sloppy speechifying.“It’s

not as bad as calling Social Security a Ponzi scheme, but it’s not the best way to express it,” a

prominent national Republican insider and admirer of Rubio’s told me.Or was it?In the days

after the speech, liberal groups and left-leaning commentators pounced. On MSNBC—which

had become a counterpoint to the conservative Fox News Network—commentator Ed Schultz

called Rubio “a political hack.” “For Marco Rubio to say programs like Medicare and Social

Security weaken Americans is flat out Psycho Talk,” Schultz barked.9 On the same network

host Rachel Maddow reminded her viewers about a previous speech in which Rubio had said

that Medicare paid for his father’s health care during the illness that led to his death in

September 2010. The government program had “allowed him to die with dignity by paying for

his hospice care,” Rubio had said. Maddow argued that there was a glaring inconsistency.

“What would he run as, the guy who says Medicare saved his father and his family but it’s also

turned you weak and helpless?” she told her viewers.10 Yet the address she cited was an

impassioned plea to save Medicare by reforming it. Rubio specifically stated that he would not



advocate changing the system for anyone over the age of fifty-five. But by using an

inflammatory word like “weakened” during his Reagan Library speech he had given his

opponents an opening. It didn’t really matter that most of the criticisms ignored the substance

of the point he was trying to make. He wasn’t advocating abolishing entitlement programs for

current recipients, and he told the Reagan Library audience as much: “My mother just—well

she gets mad when I say this—she is in her eighth decade of life and she is on both of these

programs. I can’t ask my mom to go out and get another job. She paid into the system.” But he

was calling for change to the system so that it had a chance to endure.“The truth is that Social

Security and Medicare, as important as they are, cannot look for me how they look for her. My

generation must fully accept, the sooner the better, that if we want there to be a Social Security

and a Medicare when we retire, and if we want America as we know it to continue when we

retire, then we must accept and begin to make changes to those programs now, for us.”As the

clamor grew louder on the left, Rubio pushed back hard. He portrayed the criticisms as just

another bout of whining from lefties. Here was a glimpse of another side of Marco Rubio—not

the Florida politician who spoke about finding common ground with his political opposites—but

the political brawler born of South Florida’s caustic campaigns. During his rise, Rubio had

surrounded himself with scrappers, men who envisioned politics as a slugfest. Rubio did not

like being challenged, and when he was, his reflex action was to punch back. He used the

opportunity to argue for reforming entitlement programs and sought to hold himself up as a

sage of fiscal responsibility. So confident that he’d gained an upper hand, he even used the

hubbub as a fundraising pitch. “The speech drove extreme liberals crazy, and they are on the

attack,” read an email sent by Reclaim America, Rubio’s political action committee.11 “We

need your help to fight back and support limited government candidates who share Marco’s

conservative vision for America.”Rubio was working from a time-tested political strategy: attack

the media, especially outlets perceived as liberal. His base loved it, and Republican Party wise

men such as Parsky applauded. “I think that he demonstrated courage in terms of a willingness

to address the importance of addressing entitlements, especially Social Security,” Parsky

said.12The controversy invested in Rubio more stature as a conservative with substance and

pluck. He’d already become one of the best-known Cuban Americans in the United States. His

family history, their journey from Cuba to the United States, had become a core element of his

political identity. And though that history, as he related it, would not entirely stand up to close

scrutiny, its essence—that he was the product of the Cuban American experience—would

prove resilient. But his popularity transcended and, in some ways, defied ethnicity. His national

support seemed to derive as much from his conservative credentials as from the vowels at the

end of his names.Two weeks after Rubio’s Reagan Library speech, Rush Limbaugh predicted,

without equivocation, that Rubio would be elected president someday, the first Hispanic to hold

America’s highest office in the land.13 The commentariat bubbled with speculation that Rubio

would be a future Republican vice presidential or presidential nominee.An heir apparent had

been crowned. It had happened, as Rubio’s old football coaches might say, “real quick.”

Chapter OneTHE ISLANDIn a village hard among the sugarcane fields of north-central Cuba,

a woman named Ramona García y de León gave birth to a baby boy on the night of January

31, 1899.14 The infant gulped his first breath of air in a humble dwelling built from the thatched

leaves and stringy wood fibers of palm trees, guano y yagua, as the locals called

them.15Residents of the island had been building houses from palm leaves since before the

time of Christopher Columbus. In 1492 the explorer marveled in his journal about the

“beautifully constructed” thatched palm structures on the island.16 After four centuries of



colonial rule, palm-leaf huts were still commonplace in poor, rural areas such as the one where

Ramona’s child was born.17The Spanish language, lyrical thing of beauty that it is, employs

the most sublime of phrases to declare that a woman is giving birth. Dar a luz, Spanish

speakers say—literally, “give unto the light.” If there was illumination in Ramona’s home in

Cuba’s Santa Clara Province that night at 9 P.M. when she brought her child into the light it was

probably the flicker of a candle or the sputter of an oil lamp.One hundred twelve years later, the

baby’s grandson, Marco Antonio Rubio, would be sworn in as a U.S. senator. The Senate clerk

would call out four words, “Mr. Rubio of Florida,” and Rubio would stride across the blue carpet

in a dark suit and red power tie, navigating an aisle bracketed by mahogany desks. The vice

president swears in groups of four senators at a time, their names called out alphabetically.

Rubio—who would have the ascendant politician’s knack for perfect placement—would walk at

the head of the group by virtue of where he fell in the alphabet. In the well of the Senate

chamber, Vice President Joe Biden would wait with an outstretched right hand.The ceremony

represented an inspiring culmination of immigrant dreams fulfilled, from thatched-roof house to

the U.S. capitol in just three generations. But on that long ago day in Cuba, the prospects for

the infant born to Ramona and the generations that would follow him could not have seemed

particularly promising.Ramona García, Marco Rubio’s great-grandmother, lived in a small

village called Jicotea, which shared its name with a species of tortoise that thrived in Cuba’s

lakes and marshes.18 Just over twelve hundred people called Jicotea and the nearby village of

San Bartolomé home, according to a census conducted in 1899 that combined the two

locations. The villages were satellites of Santo Domingo, a town about seventy miles inland,

where the island’s spine begins to arch toward the setting sun. The landscape flattens out

there, watered and made fertile by the Sagua la Grande River as it meanders north before

tumbling into the Atlantic Ocean among hundreds of cays and a constellation of coral

reefs.19Ramona waited five months to make her child’s birth official. On May 25 she took him

to Nuestra Señora de la Esperanza—Our Lady of Hope—the Catholic parish church six miles

to the southeast in the town of Esperanza.20 There she declared that his first name was Pedro

and his middle name Víctor. What’s missing on the baptismal certificate produced that day is a

last name. The document, signed by an interim priest, underscores the uncertain provenance

of the boy with its description of Ramona: she is a soltera, an unmarried woman.Ten years later

Ramona appeared at 7:45 A.M. before a municipal judge and his secretary in Santo Domingo,

seven and a half miles north of her home. No father is listed on the civil registry documents that

she went there to have inscribed. In the registry Ramona declared that Pedro Víctor would be

given her last name, García. When it came time to sign the registry, she told the judge that she

couldn’t; she was unable to write her own name. A man named Ramón Ramírez signed for her.

His relationship to her is not stated.In the years before Ramona gave birth, she lived in a

region shredded by conflict. Cuban rebels, led by the poet-soldier José Martí, soon to be a

martyr, had sparked a rebellion against Spanish colonialists in 1895. During the uprising, Santa

Clara Province evolved into a strategically important and fiercely contested region because it

could serve as a base of operations to prepare attacks against the capital, Havana, 160 miles

to the west.2122 Rebels massed there in hopes of avoiding being trapped at the eastern

fringes of the island as they had been in two other wars of independence, fought during the

preceding three decades.When the pregnant Ramona looked up at the sky, she would

frequently have seen smoke. Santa Clara (which would later become known as Las Villas, then

be carved up and parceled into the provinces of Villa Clara, Cienfuegos, and Sancti Spíritus)

cultivated 40 percent of the island’s lucrative sugarcane crop. The rebels took to burning fields

owned by the Spaniards.23 The cane fields and sugar mills relied on the underclasses for



labor in those days, primarily blacks, as well as white peasants whose ancestry traced back to

Spain. The rebels called themselves Mambis, a name derived from a black Spanish soldier,

Juan Ethninius Mamby, who had defected and fought against the Spanish in the Dominican

War of Independence.24 Mamby was a Spanish slur. The Cubans defiantly adopted it as a

badge of honor.Revolutionary leaders such as General Máximo Gómez hoped that burning the

sugarcane fields would distract workers from the harvest and turn their attention to the

Revolution.25 The rebels were bent on “destroying a social and economic system built on

racism and inequality,” wrote the Latin America scholar Gillian McGillivray.26Spanish forces

responded aggressively, descending on the province in great numbers, forcibly relocating

villagers and laying waste to the countryside. Spain was not going to give up easily. It had

beaten back two rebellions in the second half of the nineteenth century and was determined to

protect this Caribbean stronghold, one of the last pieces of a once mighty empire.Spain had

ruled Cuba for most of the previous four centuries (interrupted by a brief period of British

control in the 1760s), since the conquistador Diego Velázquez de Cuéllar established the first

Spanish settlement in the early 1500s. But it was about to encounter a force much more

powerful than the rebels fighting in the cane fields.The U.S. government sent a warship to

Cuba in the winter of 1898, after riots in Havana caused alarm that U.S. citizens on the island,

and their business interests, could be in danger. The ship, which anchored in Havana’s port,

weighed 6,600 tons and was painted a brilliant white. It was the USS Maine.At 9:40 on the

night of February 15, 1898, two explosions ripped through the vessel.27 Witnesses on nearby

boats saw bodies catapulted into the night sky. A survivor, Lieutenant John Blandin, later

described what he saw as “a perfect rain of missiles of all descriptions, from huge pieces of

cement to blocks of wood, steel railing and fragments of grating.” The death toll reached 266.28

For perspective, consider that the number of dead on the Maine was more than fifteen times

the number who would die in the October 2000 bombing of the USS Cole in Yemen, an attack

that prompted worldwide outrage.The cause of the explosions on the Maine is debated to this

day, with theories ranging from Spanish mines to accidental sparks from cooking fires on

board, and even conspiracies that the United States purposely destroyed the ship to justify

going to war. But at the time public sentiment was shaped by William R. Hearst’s influential

American newspapers. “Remember the Maine, to Hell with Spain!” became a rallying cry. By

April that year U.S. ships were blockading Spanish-controlled Cuban ports, and the United

States had declared war against Spain. It was a conflict that added to the legend of a future

president of the United States, Theodore Roosevelt, whose Rough Riders famously captured

San Juan Hill. The war also added to the domain of the United States.It took U.S. forces just

four months to so thoroughly humble the Spaniards that the battered European power sought a

peace treaty. The pact, which ceded control of Cuba, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Philippines

to the United States, was signed in December after negotiations in Paris. On January 1, 1899,

John P. Wade, a second lieutenant with the U.S. Army’s 5th Cavalry, raised the first American

flag over Morro Castle, the imposing sixteenth-century stone fortress that guards the entrance

to Havana’s harbor.29Cubans had been shut out of the peace treaty negotiations, and the

rebel general, Máximo Gómez, seethed. He refused to attend the flag-raising.30 “Ours,” he

wrote, “is the Cuban flag, the one for which so many tears and blood have been shed. . . . We

must keep united in order to end this unjustified military occupation.”Ramona was in her last

month of pregnancy when the U.S. flag first rose above Morro Castle, signaling the beginning

of three years of U.S. control of the island through a military governor. In the province where

she lived, more than half the population, including Ramona, would not have been able to read

the news reports, according to a census ordered by U.S. president William McKinley and



overseen by the U.S. War Department in 1899. The younger generation would have been of

little help to the illiterate adults. In Santo Domingo and its satellite villages, only 243 out of

2,071 children under the age of ten attended school.31When U.S. forces inspected Santa

Clara Province after the war they found a scene of ruin and disarray.32 A drought and the

corrosive effects of war had led to a scarcity of food, wrote Major General John R. Brooke, the

island’s military governor, in an October 1899 report to the adjutant general of the U.S. Army in

Washington. “The country roads, mail service, public instruction and local governments were in

a state of almost complete abandonment,” he wrote. “Agriculture and trade had practically

disappeared.”One fourth of the men in Santo Domingo and its villages were unemployed, and

the bulk of those who did work were engaged in backbreaking labor in sugarcane and tobacco

fields. Fieldwork, though, would be impossible for Pedro Víctor. As a youth he was stricken by

polio, an affliction that left him with one leg shorter than the other.33 “He couldn’t work the

fields, so they sent him to school,” his grandson, by then a U.S. senator, told a California

audience in 2011.34Unlike so many of the children in the region where he was born, Pedro

Víctor gravitated toward the written word. “He became the only member of his family [who

could] read,” his grandson said. “And he would read anything and everything he could.” Pedro

Víctor went to work in a cigar factory, where his affection for words was put to use each

morning. “They didn’t have radio or television, so they would hire someone to sit at the front of

the cigar factory and read to the workers while they worked. So, the first thing he would read

every day, of course, was the daily newspaper. Then he would read some novel to entertain

them. And then, when he was done reading things he actually went out and rolled the cigars

because he needed the extra money.”Pedro Víctor badly needed to supplement his income

during his lifetime in Cuba. In 1920, at the age of twenty-one, he married a young woman

named Dominga de la Caridad Rodríguez y Chirolde, who was five weeks shy of her

seventeenth birthday. The couple would have seven children, all girls.By 1921, they’d settled in

the south-central province of Camagüey. One of the places where they lived was Jatibonico, a

town that represented relative prosperity in the Cuba of that era. It boomed during the First

World War when demand for Cuban sugar grew. A large eponymous sugar mill and several

major tobacco plantations dominated the town. Its population doubled to more than ten

thousand between the censuses of 1907 and 1919. “This municipality will have a great future,

as its territory is a very fertile one,” a provincial inspector wrote in the 1919 census. The family

lived in Camagüey for at least a decade, suggesting that Pedro Víctor was able to find a solid

means of supporting them there. At least five of his daughters were born there, according to

U.S. immigration documents: Olga, Elda, Irma, Dolores, and finally, on November 2, 1930, in

Jatibonico, Oriales. It was Oriales who, four decades later, would give birth to a future senator

of the United States.In his later years Pedro Víctor would talk of his love of history, sharing with

his grandson what he’d learned in all those books. His life had spanned a period of painful

political upheaval, a legacy imparted to every Cuban and every Cuban American. He was born

while the repercussions of the Cuban War of Independence were still being sorted out and he

lived the first three years of his life in a nation controlled by a U.S. military governor. The United

States eventually turned over the country to the Cubans in 1902. By the time he was six there

had been another revolt, and a U.S. military governor was back in charge for another three

years. He had seen the Cuban president Gerardo Machado deposed and pushed into exile in

Miami in the 1930s. Then Pedro Víctor watched Carlos Prío, one of the men who had helped

depose Machado, himself deposed and sent into exile in the 1950s. Prío later quipped, “They

say that I was a terrible president of Cuba.35 That may be true. But I was the best president

Cuba ever had.” When Pedro Víctor was in his early fifties a coup gave power to Fulgencio



Batista, a corrupt dictator whose authority derived in part from friendly relations with the United

States. It’s no wonder that in 1956 Pedro Víctor, by then living in Havana and making shoes for

a living, thought he could find a better place for his family.36 A better place ninety miles north,

in the United States.Pedro Víctor’s coming-to-America story involved risks not unlike those still

experienced by millions of immigrants who equate the United States with a better life. His

narrative has the potential to resonate broadly in the twenty-first century, long after his

death.But his grandson had another story that he was also eager to tell.

Chapter TwoA PATH TO CITIZENSHIPNational Airlines Flight 352 touched down at Miami

International Airport on May 27, 1956, completing the short trip from Havana.37 For a time in

the mid-1950s, the airline operated as many as ten flights a day between the two cities, flitting

back and forth across the Florida Straits as routinely as the Delta and U.S. Airways shuttles

now hop between Washington and New York.In the current era of travel restrictions to Cuba,

it’s strange to think of the island as if it were any other Caribbean destination, rather than the

nexus of a highly emotional political standoff spanning eleven U.S. presidencies and a single

Cuban dictatorship. On one vintage poster promoting flights to and from the island, National

Airlines invites travelers to, “Go by National to Gay Havana. Route of the Buccaneers.” A jet

glides blithely above the lighthouse at Morro Castle at the mouth of Havana’s harbor as a

nattily dressed couple looks up from below.
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Ronald M. Johnson, “Biographer as Historian. In this carefully crafted study, Manuel Roig-

Franzia provides the kind of expert documentation and historical context that any meaningful

biography needs for it to have credibility. The research he did in this book is convincing for the

reader who desires to have specificity to back up the narrative. Of course, this is political

biography about an emerging figure who will help shape the future of the Republican Party, but

it is also excellent cultural analysis of the circumstances that shaped Rubio himself as a

person. This is a book about personal choices and social roots. It chronicles the unfolding

career of a remarkably gifted politician. The story of Marco Rubio brings to mind the life of

Barack Obama, another politician who has sought to understand the "dreams from his father,"

or in the case of Rubio, his grandfather. These dreams come from Cuba, not Africa, but they

inspire and raise questions in a similar way. Roig-Franzia helps the reader sense both the

intriguing similarities and critical differences that exist between the two men and their

respective backgrounds. The author also makes the reader understand the contemporary

political scene in the United States as an extension of deepening cultural diversity that is

rearranging the way politics is played. He clarifies that this is a nation where, in the not too

distant future, no one grouping will dominate. The rise of Marco Rubio in the context of

Obama's America is a fascinating saga that has as much history to it as politics. With his

narrative skills, Roig-Franzia gives us important insight into the significance of what that means
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now and for the future.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Love Rubio. I love Rubio, so I am biased.”

California TV Fan, “Great American. I was introduced to Mr. Rubio on one of the news shows

on Fox. He presented himself so sincerely, smart and patriotic. He wanted a better America

for everybody. He never spoke badly about anyone but concentrated on solving problems

instead of making them worse. Once the interview was over I reseached him on the Internet.

Once I saw that there were two books written about his life I ordered both of them. One was

written by him and one was a biography. He continues to amaze me with his ideas on how our

country can be greater than all it's parts if we all came together. You will never see or hear him

putting down anyone running against him but only concentrates on the issues. Once you read

his book you will see what I mean in his run for the U.S. Senate seat in Florida.”

M SKINNER, “What an inspiration - Buy it for the new adult generation.. This book just shows

that just simply doing the right thing pays off! I bought this for my son who is graduating

college in Spring of 2013.I recommend it as a gift for anyone, but especially the young adults,

who are our future!”

D. C. May, “A good read about a GREAT LEADER!. Living in Florida, working on Rubio's

campaign in 2009, I knew much of what is in this book. However, all the country has become

aware of this great PATRIOT.. and this is a good primer as to where he comes from!”

blanchpaulin, “Good Reading.. Good Condition. Good Story.”

Diane M. Milinkovich, “Marco Rubio. Book was requested by a patron for the library. i have not

read it, was glad to find it so I could order it for our library”

ana, “Ameno e ilustrativo. Un libro ameno, bien escrito, que ilustra la evolución política del

senador Rubio, con sus luces y sus sombras.”

The book by Manuel Roig-Franzia has a rating of 5 out of 4.3. 14 people have provided

feedback.
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